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Specifications

1. Fit Drawing in the page from bottom (*DO NOT GO OVER MAXMUM HEIGHT*)

2. Ungroup everything

3. Double click each dimension numbers and click update

4. Delete all arrows

5. Select lines from dimension annotations and

6. Change the starting Arrowheads type to Arrowhead 9 under STROKE tool bar. Now select only the arrows pointing RIGHT and pointing DOWN and CLICK        button located at the same toolbar

7. Select all text boxes and click dimension drawing under CHARACTER STYLES tool bar

8. Select everything  and change the Strokes to 0.5pt
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Total dimensions W 108" D 69 3/4" H 25"

Hardwood construction with upholstered body and birch base. Upholstery may 
be sourced COM, COL, or suggested fabrics and leather. (COM requirements 
= 20 yards, please inquire for yardage requirements of individual pieces or for 
custom formulations).

Unique angles inspired by clustered continental formations set this seating element apart from 
conventional sofas. Offered as a sofa or sectional and available in COM upholstery in addition to 
suggested fabrics. Seating pieces can also be sourced individually and in a myriad of different 
formations.

pangaea sectional
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1. Fit Drawing in the page from bottom (*DO NOT GO OVER MAXMUM HEIGHT*)

2. Ungroup everything

3. Double click each dimension numbers and click update

4. Delete all arrows

5. Select lines from dimension annotations and

6. Change the starting Arrowheads type to Arrowhead 9 under STROKE tool bar. Now select only the arrows pointing RIGHT and pointing DOWN and CLICK        button located at the same toolbar

7. Select all text boxes and click dimension drawing under CHARACTER STYLES tool bar

8. Select everything  and change the Strokes to 0.5pt
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Total dimensions W 108" D 39" H 25"

Hardwood construction with upholstered body and birch base. Upholstery may 
be sourced COM, COL, or suggested fabric and leather. (COM requirements = 
15.5 yards, please inquire for yardage requirements of individual pieces or for 
custom formulations).

Unique angles inspired by clustered continental formations, set this seating element apart from 
conventional sofas. Offered as a sofa or sectional and available in COM upholstery in addition to 
suggested fabrics. Seating pieces can also be sourced individually and in a myriad of different 
formations.

pangaea sofa
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